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ACE Foundation for the Arts, has as its social object the protection and defense of
decent working conditions of professional artists framed within the parameters of
equality and freedom according to articles 13, 25 and 26 of the national
constitution;and also seeks to promote the development of Colombian arts,
recreation and cultural heritage. The following activities shall be carried out in
order to achieve this objective:
1. To integrate and coordinate national and international inter-agency efforts to
plan solutions to social problems from the artistic and the sensitive.
2. Promote enriching and demonstration experiences that can be transferred to
other scenarios.
3. Develop, implement and energize artistic, handicraft, cultural and social
programs for the benefit of the foundation.
4. To share and mutually enrich with other entities with similar experiences in order
to be able to evaluate, systematize and disseminate such experiences.

Artístic Residences
Missión
ACE Foundation for the Arts, seeks to infuse and support the
development of creative and critical work from the savannah of
Bogota through educational projects, cultural exchanges and
practices of traditional and contemporary art
ACE offers the service of
artistic residences for artists of
all languages art who want to
carry out research-creation or
creation-research projects,as
well as projects of social
immersion, training, education,
training for work and aesthetic
socialization.
Panorámica zona de camping y
huerta

ACE Foundation for the Arts is an artistic organization that is located in
Bogotá-Colombia, has a country headquarters in the municipality of Bojacá
in the western savannah 35 Km from the capital, this town was founded by
the Spaniards in 1573 at 2,600 metres above sea level, in an ancestral
indigenous area of the Muisca Catibú culture of the Bobacé, Cubiasuca and
Chinzaque Aborigines, from which the new Indian village called Bojacá was
formed[1].
Nowadays it is a tourist center because of its archaeological zone of the
Black Goat, also for the quality of its stones, it's landscape, flora and fauna,
its gastronomy and is also a place of pilgrimage from its Catholic religious
temple and by the image of the "Virgin of health"

[1]bBojacá: Violet Walled

The ACE-Bojacá country headquarters functions as a space for researchcreation, development and production of creative processes, collaboration
and cultural exchange, providing residency services for artists, researchers
from different disciplines and languages, the foundation is focused on the
development of the visual arts programme and is open to receiving
proposals from other artistic disciplines that want to carry out disciplinary or
interdisciplinary projects, etc. The foundation also offers advice and
specialized courses in the field of Fine Arts, Visual Arts, Ecology and
Environment for residents according to their interests.

ACE-Bojacá Art Residences
Program

Foto: German artist-in-resident 2019,
Sonia Schwanwad- Achim Locke.

Every year ACE Foundation for
the Arts, organizes a national
and international residency
program for artists, designers,
curators, architects, historians
and writers from all over the
world to develop projects in the
facilities of the country
headquarters in Bojacá
municipality of Cundinamarca in
Colombia.

The program is designed to facilitate processes of social and cultural
immersion, of creation-research, research-creation, production and
exchange between residents, the local community and with the Bogota
artistic circuit.
We’re receiving applications for the Residency Program 2020, if you are
interested in being part of this program send us your proposal and we define
the availability for accommodation and stay to email:
aceartefundacion@gmail.com

Each residency session lasts four to eight weeks. During this period, the residents
will carry out projects and will be exhibited in some institution, gallery or cultural
center in agreement of Bogota and or Bojacá.
In the process of creation the critical sense is an integral part of the experience of
the residence and this helps to articulate the socializations and the sensitive
experiences of this process. Between one and six artists will be able to participate in
the program simultaneously.
The residency program plays an important role in the contemporary art community of
Bogotá-Bojacá as a contribution to the collective development of artistic practices in
the city and elsewhere.
Application and selection process.
Interested parties are requested to send a proposal with a letter of intent for a
specific project that can be developed and exhibited during their stay at the country
headquarters. The applications are examined by the organizing group and selected
for their curatorial relevance and the feasibility of their realization, prioritizing projects
that focus on production and that dialogue with the environmental context, the
historical or cultural background of the site or region.
Advantages of the program:
·

Artist : Michel Pocherón (Fr),Henri Valencia(Fr),Alejandro Roa (Col), Jainer León (Col).
2018

Creation space in one of our shared studios.(See details about our facilities). Ace has
also established relationships and agreements with several workshops and artistic
spaces that have additional specialized equipment and spaces.
The program offers curatorship of a collective exhibition, design and production of
digital invitations and prints, curatorial text in English, French, Portuguese and
Spanish, as well as a press release and photographic documentation.
Group or individual critical analyses will be performed by residents and guests by Ace
at the end of each week, which facilitate the technical and conceptual development of
the works and help articulate the curatorial axis of the exhibition.
Access to library and archive materials, photographs, works by former residents and
documentation on lectures, publications and satellite projects organized by the
residence.
Orientation and accompaniment to relevant sites in Bojacá, Bogotá and its
surroundings.
The possibility of holding a talk or workshop with one of our partner institutions.
Discount on sculpture courses and workshops programmed by ACE.
The opportunity to live and work in a national and international community of
professionals in the artistic field.
Joining an international network of former artists.

Programme Costs:
The monthly fee is: COP $ 3'000,000 (~ USD $ 880) (- EU $ 800) covers all benefits of
the previously agreed program.
Production and artistic creation workshop.
Advice on technical processes.
Advice on purchasing materials and inputs according to project and needs
A room furnished in the headquarters ACE - BOJACÁ. Enjoy the common goods of the
kitchen, bathroom and preparation of food*).
Part-time toilet service and maintenance of green areas.
Advice on purchasing materials and supplies.
Wifi. Transportation Bogotá Airport and/or ground terminal to the Headquarters
Facilities ACE-Bojacá.

New Moon sculpture advisory of the artist Leo Marín (Col)

*Note: If the resident wishes to prepare food such as breakfast (American) and
lunch (of the day) an extra daily payment of: COP $ 25.000 (~ USD $ 8) (- EU $
7) Monday to Saturday.

Installations
Workshops for artistic creation and
production

Accommodation

Affiliations, punctual
stays and equipment
rental
Affiliations to the sculpture workshop are designed to promote experimentation and
provide opportunities for sculpture production. They are proposed for artists and people
interested in using the ACE-Bojacá workshop for independent projects that requiring
short stays.
These Affiliations consist of a monthly payment for access to facilities and certain
equipment throughout the week of 2. 5 pm. and on Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
space may be reduced due to educational activities. Affiliations include counseling,
storage area and 10% discount on workshops and courses that are projected.
Cost of membership:
General membership: Monthly: COP $300,000 for students, other $500,000. Affiliation by
project: One day: COP $40,000. Six days: COP$150,000
Burning and smelting: Costs depend on volume, quantity and material. Camping area:
COP $ 20,000 night duplex tent.

Sculptor programme
In the foundation Ace-sede Bojacá has
created a training project in the field of
sculpture that integrates local and other
hemispheres contemporary traditions and
practices, which use three-dimensional
language as a means of expression, aimed
at people interested in language
tridimensional in Colombia.
Through education, creation-research and
production, ACE seeks to contribute to the
expansion of sculpture as a sensitive means
of communication in Colombia and thus
serves as a vehicle for the conceptual,
plastic and social interrelations of the
participating artistic community with the
public of Bojacá-Bogotá and other
Colombian, Latin American and world cities
in contemporary artistic discourses.

Leonel Vasquez (COL).

Our workshop is located on the outskirts of the municipality of Bojacá, 45 minutes from
the city of Bogotá. We have facilities and equipment that include a gas furnace for
bronze casting for small plastic, vitrofusion and casting oven, ceramic oven, electrical
and autogenous welding equipment, basic tools and hand-held machines, tools for wood
carving, stone and coal.Ievenly we have an area for talleres and courses, an area for
molding, modelled and vaccinated, an external area for wood Talla processes and
projects, pebbles, resins and reinforced plastics (fiberglass).
The installations of Ace- Bojacá are available to any artist who works in Bogota, Bojacá,
its surroundings or who is equally interested in the artistic residences, or in the shortterm stay for the production of a specific project.
Please write to aceartefundacion@gmail.com to learn more about our services, to know
your interests and to project us in the realization of your proposals.

Research
Since 2003 the creators of the ACE project have have
devoted to artistic research from the fields of
education-communication, business administration,
management, innovation, cultural promotion and
research-creation,in national and international
academic spaces participating in masters and
doctorates, the founders of ACE Foundation for the
Arts, have carried out artistic research-creation
projects in Colombia,Germany,France, Argentina and
Mexico have actively participated in symposia,
seminars, art residences and have been permanently
involved in education university students as the
central axis of research, feedback and updating, have
focused specifically on the arts of space.

Education

Jorge Guerrero
Artista plástico y visual
Master in Business Administration
ACE Managing Director.

Jainer León
Sculptor.
Master in communication-education
Doctorate in Art Sciences
Creative Director ACE

ACE-Bojacá offers workshops and free courses on sculpture in our facilities as well as in
museums, galleries, universities, schools and workshops. The training programs proposed
are designed to propose a historical, theoretical and technical approach on
sculpture,materials handling, industrial safety, waste management and the environment,
through a wide range of specific workshops
If you are interested in our programming, offers and services you can contact us at:
aceartefundacion@gmail.com, Whatsapp: +57 3153549504 or on Facebook: Ace foundation
for the arts.

Ace-artistic producer
Through our Residency Program and
services our facilities, ACE seeks to
promote traditional and contemporary
sculptural crafts, techniques and language
in Colombia.
Recognized and creative artists of different
nationalities and from different levels of
academic education, as well as artists and
empirical artisans use our spaces and
advice to produce sculptural works,
installations, small or large format both for
exhibitions in galleries and museums and
works for the public space, as well as
pieces with utilitarian or decorative
functions.
In the same way, Ace-productora has
performed scenographies, settings,
sculptural work, maintenance and
restoration of heritage sculptures in the
public space of artistic sidewalks of different
institutions and universities.

Augusto Rendón (Col)
Fiundacion Corazon Verde . Centauro Detalle.

El arco y la lira, Manuel Felguérez (Mex)
Construcción. Centro Cultural García Márquez.
Bogotá

Also, artists and institutions have come to
Ace for the materialization personal
projects, works, statuettes, stamps,
religious images,reconstructions, sculptural
projects for the improvement and
conservation of his artistic heritage.

Feel free to contact us!
Restauración Laooconte,
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana Bogotá
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